
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 15

Baire Measurability. Recall the motion ofan ideal ofsubsetsof
a given set X:E = P(X) sit, it's closed downward under
Iand closed "upward" under finite unions,eg. He
ickal of finite sets, the ideal of arbine dense sets.
We also defined ideal as an ideal desach under all unions,
e.g. the ideal of ithlsets, the ideal ofmeagre sets.

Wet. For a sut X and an idealI, we office an es.rel.I
on P(X) as fellows:for A,B =X,

A =EB:<= AAB =
=(A1B)U(B(A) =I
(III) II

Claim. Iis an eq. rel. (in transitive).
Proof. Let A =IB =FC, and dow A=I (

*Ac =(AAB)A(BAC) =(AAB) v (BAC) =E
A
realize (t 10(X),A,0) isan abelian group

isomorphic to (24, #2, 0).



letX be a metric
space (more generally, a top, space.

For the sidentof meagre sets, instead ofwriting A =IB,
we write A =*B.

Wef. A subset B=X is called Baire measurable (BM)
if B =*an open set.

Prop. Baine wears. Sets form a Tralgebra, i.e. was chased
under complements and oblunions (hence also

otbl intersections and subtraction).
Proof. For amplements, ifA =BU, I open, then

u == 5 base it:DUOU al OK in nod.

Thus, A =Y5 so A*(t)which is
open.

For ottel unions, let An=*Un, so VAn=U Un
benes (YAn)A(Un) = Y AnAUnY.

In particular, the a-algebra BM of Baire mess, sets contains
all Bowel sets:

Def. In a metric space (more gen. a topspace), the Borel



realgebra is the smallest r-algebra rntaining all
open

sets. This is just the intersection ofall

Tralgebras containing the open sets. Theate in this

r-algebra are called Boel.

2 -z
Exagles. CopenterpenterforGit.

"I? -4
More generally: in metric spaces, we have open? Er, so:

Ropentoneknee.... Zi-...Hi
u

Ii = =- 2? :=(A2X: Acz; Wi

2,: =4A = X:A =4 An, des AntH; fausoe
ic,)

wi :=the smallest warfbt ordinal.
the fact, this hierarchy is strictin Polish spaces.
All there its above are Baire measurable.



Prop. Let X be a chic (top) space of B IX. TFAE:

(A) B is BM, i.e. B =a an open set
H.

(2) B =GUM, where his Gid Mis meagre.
(3) B =FIM, where F is Fr of M is meagre.
Proof. (2) => (1) al (3)=(1) followsfrom thefacts atGir al

Et nts are BM.

For(l)=>(2) of (1) => (3), let M be an "upgraded" Fr
meagre set obtaining BAU, and putG:

=UIM
and F ==UUM.

Remark. In a 2nd ctbl space, there are continuum may
Bovel sets, while in say

IR or any other mucfbl
Polish space, here are zonhinium

many meagr
Land hence BM) sets bease every subsetof

meagre is reage. Thus, home are many more

BM sets than Bowel sets.

Localization. Let be a metric (top) space at U open.

We may
buta set B IX is coneague in U

Low His 100% B) if BAC is comeagre in U, eynir. UIB
is meagre. We devote this by UHB.

↳ forces



localization (100% leanal. For a BM Set BEX, if
it is wouwenge, then it is comengue in some

nemempty open at U.

Proof. B =PU so UIB is mayor, hence i is comeagre

in U. I can't be 1 bare B is nameagre.

Obs. If A B and VII open, then VIB.

Remark. Thelast observation is one ofthe main different

as between lebesque measurable sets,
and Baira was set. In case ofkbesque
reasure, only a 99% knna holds, so the
last observation fails.

for (from equivalences ( BM). In a perfect Polich space",
every nonmeagre BM

set contains a copy of 2".
Proof. A nouveagoe BM SetB =X is =GUM, where

a is hot of M is meagre. By an optional the
exercise, his itself Polish (with as equire metric
and is uncdbl(bere X is perfect, here of sets are meagre).



By the Cantor-Bendixson theorem, G contains a copy of 2"V.L

Cor. At there non-BM sets. In fact, the Bernstein
set is now-BM.

Proof. TheBernstein sat is such but itat its complement
are both of size rection but don't contain a

copy of
2. One of them mustbe nouneage,

hence non-BM by the previous collary.

For a set P=X, we write
**=X xGP: => P is comeagre.

wer
x satisfies the properly P

=*x =X xcP :) P is noumeagre.
Observe Ut7 V4x <=> 74x1.

Kurzkowski-Hlam theorem. LetX, Y be 2nd off top, spaces.
LetB = XxYbe a BM subset.

**, GY (BY is BM).MixMaB,is rangel



=) **,Y (B" is meagrel.
Equir: B is comeagre (): k*(x,y) =XxY

(x,y) =B
=) k9eXk*,Y(x,y)=B.
=> vytY*eX(x,5)6B.

Cor. LetX be a moneyty perfectPolichspace, e.g. (R.
There is no Baire mens (as a subsetofXi) well-order
ofX. Is is a subset of X?)

Det. A well-order on a net X is a linear lake total)
order on Xsit. everynonempty Y=X has a coles
element. E.g. the usual con IN. Theusual a
on t is not a well-order beast there is no least

positive element.


